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Introduction
●

Primary focus of this research is the Nǀuu language and its equivalent translations into:

○
○
○
●
●
●

We took into account prior research from early documentation of Nǀuu to more contemporary research,
to create a comprehensive dictionary.
Funding for this process came from the South African Department of Sports Arts and Culture (DSAC) and
directive from African Tongue in collaboration with selected key researchers
Three dictionary outputs to be released October 2022:

○
○
○
●

Hardcopy
App
Webportal

Target users are:
○

○
○
○
●

South African Nama
Afrikaans (including a local dialect)
South African English

ǂKhomani descendants
South African members of the public
Local and international researchers
(NB: One should be able to use all three outputs without any prior training in linguistics)

Response to linguistic human rights of the ǂKhomani people and South African citizens

Early documentation of Nǀuu
●

Previous names and labels for the language:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

●

ǁŋ
Langeberg Bushmen
ǂKaurureǁnai
Nǀusa
ǁŋ ǃke
S2
SIa
SIIa
Gemsbok Park
Nǀhuki
Nǀhu
ǂkhomani

The ﬁrst attempt made at writing Nǀuu words was probably
around 1885 by Lucy Lloyd, but unfortunately her original
notes have been lost (cf. Güldemann 2017).

Early documentation of Nǀuu
●

Explorers Heinrich Pabst and Rudolf Pöch also recorded a few words
and perhaps even made audio recordings, though these are as of yet,
inaccessible.

●

Lucy Lloyd's niece, Dorothea Bleek conducted ﬁeldwork on the
language mostly between 1901 and 1911, and these notes can be
seen today at the Digital Bleek and Lloyd Collection at the University
of Cape Town (UCT), along with much more extensive documentation
of ǀXam, a related language.

●

The earliest audio recordings of Nǀuu that we have been able to
access were those made on wax cylinders by members of a scientiﬁc
expedition to the Kalahari in 1936 that were digitised by Tony Traill in
1999

●

Clement Doke and L. F. Maingard published important early works on
the language as a result of this expedition.

●

Several decades later, Ernst Westphal made tape recordings of the
language which have also been digitised and are available online at
the University of Cape Town.

●

When Tony Traill was unable to ﬁnd speakers of the language in the
Kalahari Gemsbok Park in 1973, the language was thought to be
extinct…

Ou Abraham with his daughter Klein Janake, imitating
Prof. Maingard (Photo: Rand Daily Mail, 1936)

Nǀuu documentation (1995 - 2010)
●

In 1995, Nigel Crawhall documented a short word list of the language and he and others made many
video recordings that are now available online as part of the ǂKhomani San | Hugh Brody Collection at
UCT. Special Collections.

●

Prof. Levi Namaseb of the University of Namibia began the work of creating an orthography (spelling
system) of the language that was actually used by community members in 1998. He also helped children
learn to speak and write the language.

●

Later joined by American researchers Chris Collins, Amanda Miller, Bonny Sands and Johanna
Brugman who conducted ﬁeldwork from 2003–2007 supported by the US National Science Foundation.
This USA/Namibian collaboration produced a number of articles and a grammar (Collins & Namaseb
2011), as well as the audio archive on which the grammar and this dictionary are based.

●

Mats Exter (with support from the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) and the University of
Cologne) did research on the language from 2003–2005, which formed the basis of his 2008 Ph.D.
thesis.

●

In 2007, with support from the Endangered Languages Documentation Programme (ELDP), a team of
researchers based in Germany (Alena Witzlack-Makarevich, Tom Güldemann, Sven Siegmund, Martina
Ernszt-Shaw) began work on Nǀuu. They refer to the Eastern dialect of the language as Nǁng (lit. ‘home’,
since the Saasi also refer to themselves as Nǁngǂee or ‘Home people’), and the Western dialect as Nǀuu.

Nǀuu storybooks and language learning materials
●

With the help of a draft version of this dictionary and published research, two Nǀuu primers were
created:
○

by Ariel Appel, a student at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem in 2013

○

in 2016 by Sheena Shah and Matthias Brenzinger, then afﬁliated with UCT. These researchers
were only able to work directly with a single speaker of one dialect of Nǀuu, Katrina Esau.

●

The South African San Institute (SASI) produced the book Ek is Spesiaal/Na ng Spesiaal: Afrikaans/Nǀu in
2012.

●

In 2014, an non-governmental organisation called ǂKhomani Social Development Group (KhomSoDev)
produced a reader called Ek kan Nǀuuki, praat, lees en skryf/I can speak, read and write Nǀuuki, based on an
unpublished primer by Levi Namaseb and the American linguists mentioned above.

●

Ouma Katrina Esau and her granddaughter Claudia Snyman collaborated with the Puku Children’s
Literature Foundation to produce the book ǃQhoi nǀa Tjhoi/Skilpad en Volstruis/Tortoise and Ostrich,
published in 2021.

●

(PROBLEM: Each of the above we produced using a different orthography, therefore problematic for education
and the production of Nǀuu materials in the future.)

Objectives with DSAC grant
Project title: Digital Dictionary Resources for Nǀuu (2020-2022)
Objectives: to deliver a physical and digital dictionary in four languages: Nǀuu, South African Nama (NKK),
Afrikaans and English. This resource will be made available digitally for free, with free limited edition hard
copies available for the ǂKhomani people. (The output to be veriﬁed by PanSALB)

Team members
Chief editors: Bonny Sands, Kerry Jones
Editorial team: Chris Collins, Alena Witzlack-Makarevich, Sylvanus Job, Francoise (Betta) Steyn, Dietloff van den
Berg, Dotty Mantzel, Willem Damarah
Computational linguist: Menno van Zaanen
Additional authors/contributors:
Linguists: Amanda Miller, Levi Namaseb, Johanna Brugman, Mats Exter
Nǀuu language: Anna (Antjie) Kassie, Griet Seekoei, Katrina Esau, Hannie Koerant, Andries Olyn, Hanna Koper,
Vytjie ǀAbaka Koper, Simon Sauls, ǀUna Rooi, Kheis Brou, Elsie Vaaalbooi
Nǀuu Language Authority: Katrina Esau, Claudia Snyman, David van Wyk, Mietjie Sussie Bok
Nama language: Willem Damarah, Lys Kruiper Pietersen (Oulet), Isak Kruiper, Lydia Kruiper (Sakkas), Leonard
Gewersk
Afrikaans language: Fritz Jagers, Magdalena James, Hannetjie van der Westhuizen

Digital Dictionary Resources for Nǀuu (2003-2007)
●

This dictionary is based on extensive digital audio recordings of two distinct
dialects of the Nǀuu language, labelled Eastern and Western. (Note however,
that it seems that there may have been additional dialects in the past.) The
majority of the words in this dictionary were recorded by the USA/Namibian
researchers, through a methodology of direct elicitation.

○

E.g.: groups of Nǀuu speakers were asked in Afrikaans ‘How do you say
cat?’

○

Speakers would typically reply in a mixture of Afrikaans and Nǀuu, e.g. Ek
sê mʘoa. Some words were easy to translate but others had to be
veriﬁed through the use of pictures, descriptions or long discussions.

○

After verifying a few dozen words, these researchers would then record
the target words in the frame sentence ‘I say ___.’ (Na ka ___.), repeated 3
times per speaker. Researchers attempted to record every word with
both Eastern and Western dialect speakers, but the limited availability of
the former meant that they did not always achieve this.

Digital Dictionary Resources for Nǀuu (2021-2022)
●

The second major source of dictionary entries was from recordings
made by Kerry Jones from African Tongue in 2021-2022 with
Katrina Esau and the help of Nǀuu Language Authority (NLA)
members: Claudia Snyman, David van Wyk and Sussie Bok.
○ Kerry visited Upington several times to re-record Nǀuu words in
cases where the original sound ﬁle was either of poor quality,
missing or corrupt.
○ She also elicited new words from Ouma Katrina relating
speciﬁcally to more modern concepts such as ‘app’, and
‘Coronavirus (COVID-19)’.
○ A series of ten community newsletters were created by African
Tongue to share project progress with community members,
provide input and feedback as well as wordlists for further
veriﬁcation. Throughout this process more than 1000 Nǀuu
words were digitally recorded.

Digital Dictionary Resources for Nǀuu (2003-2022)
●

●

Some additional entries are based on the documentation of sentences and
stories by USA/Namibian researchers Profs. Collins and Namaseb, and others
were contributed by Prof. Witzlack-Makarevich from the extensive recordings
of unelicited (i.e. more naturalistic) speech made by her, Tom Güldemann, Sven
Siegmund and Martina Ernszt-Shaw.
Additional words (especially place names and names of people) were veriﬁed
using the video footage with matching transcript ﬁles from the ǂKhomani San |
Hugh Brody Collection at UCT.
○ This collection houses photographs, audio, video and transcript data
featuring the ǂKhomani people and their languages.
○ Over 300 transcripts have been created so far, this process was overseen
by Kerry Jones from African Tongue from 2014 to 2022 and is on-going,
this content can be accessed via UCT libraries, Special Collections.

Digital Dictionary Resources for Nǀuu (2021-2022)
All of the audio and textual documentation used in this dictionary is housed in a collection at the South African Centre for
Digital Language Resources (SADiLaR).
○ This includes Nǀuu recordings, South African Nama and a local variety of Afrikaans known by the speakers as
Onse Afrikaans or Our Afrikaans.
○ All data collected between 2001 and 2022 were collected from mother tongue speakers of the target
languages on site in Upington, Askham and Witdraai in the Northern Cape.
○ Once the team from African Tongue had exhausted all options and recorded as much outstanding data as
possible, and veriﬁed entries with the Nǀuu Language Authority, the data cleaning process began.
○ With the direction of Menno van Zaanen from SADiLaR, a Digital Humanities professor, and the help of the
team's language editors, ﬁnal veriﬁcation could be made for each entry in all four languages.
○ A script was developed that is used to convert the cleaned dataset into a sophisticated dictionary found in
the dictionary proper of this publication.
○ The information in the dataset was also converted to allow access through a web-portal and a mobile phone
app.
A proud moment in our long journey to make the outputs of our research accessible to the general South African public and
beyond as freely as possible with a key focus on user-friendliness and linguistic inclusion.

Dictionary App
●
●
●

Made in collaboration with South African Centre for Digital Language Resources
(SADiLaR)
Human Language Technology call for funding via DSAC
Conversion program

○
○
○
○
○

●
●

LATEX typesetting language used for formatting
Automatically generated from spreadsheet

○
○
●

Takes spreadsheet as input
Performs sanity checks
Generates ﬁles in correct formats
Written in Python
Availability and versioning on GitHub:
https://github.com/mvzaanen/N-uu_conversion

TO BE RELEASED
OCT 2022

Changes in spreadsheet automatically percolate to dictionary in the form of a
pdf
LATEX handles layout, special characters…

Application on mobile device

○
○

●

Download app from Google PLay Store or IOS
Download dictionary (option with or without audio depending on device
storage)
Functionality
○ Partial matches are supported
○ Keyboard with special characters provided
○ Additional information also provided
■ Part of speech
■ IPA
■ Audio recordings

App startup screen
(artwork still to be added)

Dictionary
web-portal:
select language
(search results
will be in all 4
languages with
extra info)

Logistical and practical challenges
●

Application to DSAC for ﬁnancial and institutional support was
in 2019

●

Feedback early 2020 - application granted

●

Global pandemic and lockdown!

○

Grant, project plan and budget closed for adjustment

○

High risk working with last known remaining speaker of Nǀuu

■

Extra protocol in place

■

Adjustment of ﬁeldwork plans

■

Online collaboration ramped up

■

Necessity for ﬂexibility in project plan

■

Price increases due to economic strain

■

Many local airlines went under ﬁnancially, limited transport
and goods etc.

Sample view from spreadsheet

Sample page from
dictionary after running
script conversion
(top half of page shown)

Size of lexicon
over 1600 entries, which includes:
● compounds, which are spelled as 1 word:
○ nǀaaǁaba
'skull'
○ ts'axamǃqhaa
'tears'
○ ǂhûuǁ'e
'jump away'
○ ǂhûukî
'jump about, hop'
● phrases & idioms, which are spelled as separate words:
○ nǃâu ke cxaa
'daybreak' (lit. 'when the hare tears')
○ kaǁoqnoke ʘ'ui'iki
○ ts'axamǃqhaake jaqn

'lung disease, tuberculosis'
'weep'

Proper names (given in the introduction)
Personal Names
ǀAdai [ǀədəi] a man’s personal name; Petrus Vaalbooi’s traditional name; previously transcribed as
Nǀedai, Nǀede (for example, in the ǂKhomani San Hugh Brody Collection)

Place Names
Ku ǃHoe [ku ǃʰoe] Nama: ǃNoes Afr: Swartpan Eng: Swartpan
lit. ‘is like black’; the Nama name means ‘patch of black thorns’. 27.2850° S, 20.7456° E
Note: this pan has a shiny, black appearance; the Nama name appears to be chosen for the
similarity in pronunciation & meaning to the (presumably, original) Nǀuu name

Greetings and common phrases
Ng ǁ'a., Na ǁ'a. [ŋ̩ ᵑ̊ǁˀɑ, na ᵑ̊ǁˀɑ.] go away. i.e. ‘I'm going now’; said upon departure as a way to say
‘goodbye’

Nǀuu orthography challenges
Nǀuu Language Authority decisions (with linguistic input) regarding the spelling of:
loanwords
diarsi [diɪɾsi]

'door' (< deur)

tafelsi [tɑfɛlsi]

'table'

reduced vowels
ǂaasin [ǂɑɑsɨn, ǂɑɑsɪn]

'put on ' (e.g. bracelet, clothes)

vowel length
cu

'mouth, lips'

cuu

'hear, understand'

coronal obstruents
coe [cʊe]
choe [cʰʊe]
tsyhoe [t̻ s̻ʰʊe]

'ostrich'

(Other attested spellings: cue, tjhoi, tjoi, tyoe)

'be naked'
'be crazy'

South African Nama orthography challenges
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

SA Nama less detailed documentation compared to Namibian varieties
Namibian variety considered the standard where South African speakers feel that there is a signiﬁcant
difference and therefore should have their own orthography and dictionary etc.
Approximately 52 450 mother tongue speakers of Khoekhoe in Namibia (Namibian National Household
Census 2011:68 )(11% of population) compared to approximately 3000-3500 in South Africa (Witzlack
2006: 11) (0,0003% of population)
Literacy rates in the mother tongue in South Africa are low with very few speakers conﬁdent in their
literacy skills if any
Only 2 schools in South Africa that offer mother tongue instruction at JP levels only and not full time
compared with Namibia who have mother tongue instruction from grade R to university level.
No set curriculum or resources (most resources are imported from Namibia if at all)
Little or no media presence in the language

Solutions for the purposes of this project:

●
●
●

Use Namibian standard when SA Nama and Namibian Khoekhoe was the same (in general SA speakers
preferred the use of less tone markers than NKK to assist with literacy and user-friendliness)
When there was a difference between SA Nama and Namibian Khoekhoe, SA Nama was mentioned ﬁrst
and Namibian second in brackets - e.g.: duiker - dôas, (NKK: ǀnâus)
Less than 10% of Nama entries had a difference between SA Nama and Namibian Standard.

South African Nama examples
Type of difference

SA Nama

NKK

English

tone

xoǀkhā

xōǀkhā

be next to

nasalisation

hî-i

hî-î

no

vowel

ǃgoreb
ǀkhinis; ǀkhinas

ǃgoareb
ǀkhenas

zebra
helmeted guineafowl

gender marker

ǃnais
ǀaras*

ǃnaib
ǀarab

camel
termite mound

semantic (i.e. real-world referents
differ)

ǃgaes
ǃgais

ǀgaus
ǃgaes, ǀgaus

horned adder
puff adder

dialectal

xoerxoeri (used in Riemvasmaak and
the Southern Kalahari)

xoexoes

crowned lapwing (crowned plover)

turureb

secretary bird

xûixûiseb (used in the Southern
Kalahari region only)
word structure

turuǃkhobab

* ǂgeberu-oms is another SA Nama term for 'termite mound'

South African Nama examples with unrelated roots to
NKK variety & speakers don’t recognise NKK variety
SA Nama

NKK

English

ǂnāb

ǃnaixarab

meerkat

dôas

ǀnâus

duiker

dôarob

ǀnâurob

duiker lamb

ǁnâiǁnâises

ǃnanikemûs, ǃnarobes

gecko

toroanib

ǃgabasǃnâǁgoeb

spotted thick knee (spotted dikkop)

ǂnū-anib

ǂgāǁgoeb, apuhīob

nightjar

ǃhanikexau-oms

ǀgâ-oms

sociable weaver nests

ǃkhurdoes

ǃnabaris

sandgrouse

Two Afrikaans varieties
In the Northern Cape, Afrikaans is spoken by 53,8% of the population and therefore the
most prevalent language spoken in the province (www.statssa.gov.za). This
phenomenon extends to the Kalahari region and has been the lingua franca between
speaker groups of different languages (e.g: Nǀuu, Nama, Dutch, German, Setswana,
Kora, ǀAuni etc) for over 100 years.
● Many mother tongue Nama speakers in South Africa have undergone language shift to
Afrikaans over the generations.
● The language of instruction in local schools in the Kalahari is mostly Afrikaans followed
by English
● We included two varieties of Afrikaans in this project, standard Afrikaans and local
Afrikaans referred to as “Onse Afrikaans” to assist with accurate translations of Nǀuu
and Nama entries and to document a lesser known variety of Afrikaans as spoken by
Kalahari residents
●

Onse Afrikaans vs Standard Afrikaans
Type of difference

Onse Afrikaans

Standard Afrikaans

English

phonological

ystermagog

ietermagog

pangolin

semantic

zoemby; helikopter,
vliegtuigietjie (lit.
aeroplane + diminutive
marker)

groen en geel tor

green and yellow beetle
(one ties a string to it & ﬂies
it around like a small pet
aeroplane)

etymology of root used in
compound

ǃoeroegaatjie

oorbelgaatjie

hole in earlobe

lexical semantics of roots
used in compounds

poepratel (fart badger)
geletjiewitkwas

stinkmuishond
witkwasmuishond

striped polecat
yellow mongoose

Locally unique root

tirk
tokkelorrie

boomakkedis
duisendpoot

skink
millipede

Old (archaic) Afrikaans

algar
waffer

almal
watter

all (people)
which

Unique Afrikaans words never recorded before
Onse Afrikaans

Standard Afrikaans

English

ketok

stokstertmeerkat

suricate

tirk

akkedis

skink

klipkappertjie

grondgeitjie

ground gecko

pokkelorrie

duisendpoot

millipede

juu

miskruier

dung beetle

toon

eweknie

peer

None of these forms occur in Annerlike Afrikaans, the 500+ page dictionary of non-Standard Afrikaans (Prinsloo 2008)

Clicks in Onse Afrikaans
Onse Afrikaans

English

Standard
Afrikaans

Nǀuu

Nama

Transcriptions

ǀeip; ǀkeip

aardwolf

aardwolf

ǃoo

ǀgib

[ǀeip, ǀkəip]

ǂorep; ǂ'orep;
klopkloppie

titbabbler

tinktinkie

ǂ'oqeǂ'oqe

ǂoreb

[ɠǂoɾep, ǂoɾep, ǂʔʊɾep, ǂoɾep], ʔoɾep,
ǂʔoɾep]

ǃnharagap;
ǀnaragap;
ǀharagap

saliva in
throat

dik spoeg;
ghwel

ǃ’harasi

ǃharab(s)

[ǀʰɑɾəχə, nǃʱɑɾəχə, nǀɑɾəχə, n̥ǀɑɾəχəp,
nǃʱɑɾəχəp]

ǃoenietjie

elbow

elmboog

ǃ’uni

ǃunib

[ǃuniki], note the adaptation to
Afrikaans spelling

ǀnhas

uterus

baarmoerder

ǁ’haasi

ǁhās

[nǀas, nǀʱas], note loss of click type
and accompaniment distinctions

Nama is the likely source of most Onse Afrikaans click words

South African English
●

For the purposes of this project, we are using standardised South African English to cater for a South African
audience.

●
●

This content also makes the other 3 languages accessible to the international market of students and teachers

●

South African English as over 4000 uniquely South African words not found in other varieties of English around the
world
Edited by Dotty Manzel from the Dictionary Unit for South African English at Rhodes University

Examples of South African English
English

South African English

BBQ

braai

suricate

meerkat

oryx

gemsbok

candy

sweets

leather whip

sjambok

marijuana

dagga

spear

assegai

type of walking stick

knobkerrie

User-friendly linguistic outputs
●

The aim is to produce scientiﬁcally sound resources that are user friendly
for a diverse audience
○ ǂKhomani descendants

○
○

●

●

South African members of the public

Local and international researchers
An inclusive multilingual set of outputs to facilitate:
○ practical language use
○ language awareness
○ language documentation and preservation
ACCESSIBILITY to outputs for all
○ an important factor when conducting scientiﬁc enquiry in general
○ an ethical matter, most especially, with speakers of endangered
languages

Conclusion
● involvement of local stakeholders increases
community ownership of the language
● feedback from those using the orthography led to
improvements in the orthography
● better understanding in the community of differences
between Nǀuu and Nama achieved through checking
entries
● documentation of non-standard, local varieties led to
a more complete documentation of languages in the
Northern Cape
● feedback from NLA and different teams of linguists
led to improvements in translations
● involvement of lexicographers & a computational
linguist led to a more professional output
● strong commitment by South African government to
support local endangered languages - but in order for
them to do so they need coordinated, professional
and local collaboration

Teamwork requires leadership, hard work and
commitment, but leads to better outcomes overall

Hugh Brody: Jakob Malgas, Kgalagadi Transfrontier
Park, South Africa
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